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HUMANITIES - HISTORY and GEOGRAPHY: Monarchy - Globally historically significant people and events. Know the role of the monarchy and
compare aspects of life during their reigns. How the lives of significant individuals in the past have contributed to national and international
achievements. Mapping where different monarchs reigned. Elizabeth I (England & Wales), Lakshmibai the Rani of Jhansi (modern day India),
Mansa Musa (modern day Mali), King Charles III (United Kingdom).

ENGLISH: Key texts: ‘The King who Banned the Dark’ by Emily Haworth-Booth - persuasive texts, instructions and a fictional narrative.

MATHS:
Mastering Number: Explore the composition of numbers within 10 and 20 and their position on the linear number system.
Numbers 0 to 20: Use knowledge of ‘10 and a bit’ to solve problems. Explore odd and even numbers to 20. Double the numbers 6 to 9. Use knowledge of addition facts to
10 to solve addition and subtraction questions within 20. Unitising and coin recognition (1): Count efficiently in groups of 2. Recognise the value of 1p, 2p, 5p and 10p coins.
Calculate totals of a set in 5p, 10 or 2p coins.

SCIENCE
Plants - identify and name a variety of trees, including deciduous and evergreen trees, focusing on our local environment. Learn about the basic structure of
common flowering plants including trees.identifying common wild flowers, deciduous and evergreen trees. Closely observe.
Seasonal changes observations - summer.

COMPUTING: ‘Creating Media - Digital Writing’ To use a computer to write, add and remove text on a computer and identify that the look of text can be changed on a
computer.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Hands, Feet, Equipment - Object control - developing coordination and control. Participate in team games developing simple tactics for attacking
and defending. Speed, Land, Roll - Master running, jumping and throwing, as well as developing balance, agility and coordination.

RE: Concept – special. Special books (Bible, Torah) - Judaism.

PSHE: Relationships: identify the qualities of a good friend and learn how to talk to new friends. Recognising and celebrating positive qualities and achievements in
themselves.

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY: DT- Food Tech focus for monarchy. Design a healthy banquet fit for a monarch. Analyse existing banquet menus and look at how to improve for a
healthy and balanced diet.
ART & DESIGN: Portraits monarchs and self portraits that tell a story about themselves. Drawing Use a variety of tools for drawing, start to experiment with thickness of lines,
practice drawing from 1st hand observation. Discuss and create shapes

MUSIC: Taking off - develop their knowledge of pitch through singing and tuned percussion.


